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he overall market has gone largely sideways since peaking in March, but the positive trend over the most recent
four weeks belies the fact that the economic news in the U.S. over that time frame has primarily been disappointing. On April 28th, the “advance estimate” for first quarter real GDP growth came in at 0.7%, the weakest U.S.
growth rate in three years. (At the beginning of 2017 that number was expected to be in the 2.0-2.5% range). Car sales
are soft and demand for bank loans is weakening. As well, the Citicorp economic surprise index has fallen sharply. On
the other hand, FACTSET reports that first quarter corporate revenues are on track for a gain of 7.8% and profits are on
track for a gain of almost 14%, which would be the highest growth rate since the third quarter of 2011. Analysts are
now expecting 2017 revenue growth of 5.3% and earnings growth of 9.9%. First quarter consumer spending was weak,
but consumer confidence remains high and employment remains strong, suggesting that spending may rebound in upcoming quarters.
Investors seem to be paying less attention to the "big picture" news and more attention to individual company earnings reports, dismissing weakness in the first quarter as "transitory" (which it may well be). Most economists believe
that the next three quarters will be strong enough to allow full year GDP to reach their 2% baseline for the year. There
continues to be hope that promised tax cuts and increased infrastructure spending will boost corporate profits. This
could be true for individual companies, but the effect on the overall economy may be less than hoped for. A very recent Wall Street Journal poll of 59 economists found that if all of President Trump's economic initiatives were enacted,
long term GDP growth would rise only 0.3 percentage points from 2.0% to 2.3%. Unemployment would average 4.4%
instead of 4.5%, and short term interest rates would be a quarter of a point higher than now expected. In recent
months, some of Congress’ attention to economic legislation has been diverted to other developments such as investigations of Russian attempts to meddle in our Presidential election and the firing of the FBI director. At the moment it
appears that assuming Trump's initiatives are passed, the effect on corporate profits will not be seen until 2018.
A few stock market strategists have become less optimistic, but the overall consensus seems to counsel retaining equity positions. BCA's domestic strategists advise investors to stay over-weight stocks versus bonds over the coming 6 to
12 months. (We would not argue with this advice, partly because the outlook for bond prices is worrisome.) The recent
economic slowdown is not sufficient to keep the Federal Reserve from raising short term rates at least twice more in
2017 and Goldman Sachs expects rate increases to continue in 2018. Long term rates sometimes move in a different
direction than short term rates, but strategists are expecting rates at all points of the yield curve to rise (and bond prices to fall). Chart One (page 2) shows just how far rates on the 10 year Treasury bond have fallen since 1982. Predicting
interest rates is just as difficult as predicting the stock market, but note that since 1900, the 10-year Treasury rate has
spent about 70% of its time in the 3-5% range. The other 28% of the time they’ve been higher. Even in the late 1880’s
(the last period of sustained deflation in the U.S.) the 10-year Treasury rate rarely dipped below 3% (data courtesy of
the Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank and Doug Kass at Real Money). Today’s sub-3% levels are a historical anomaly. It
would not be at all surprising if the current rate of 2.3% rose to 3.0% over the next 12 months.

When the Federal Reserve begins to raise rates, stocks often rise because earnings are rising in a robust economy.
However, if rates rise to the point where they hurt profits and make bond returns competitive with potential stock returns, then stock prices begin to suffer. BCA thinks we are unlikely to witness such distress until the second half of
2018, but forecasts of this nature are subject to frequent change. What could be more worrisome than interest rates is
a drastic change in the liquidity provided by central banks. Chart Two (on following page) shows the effect on asset
prices of all the liquidity that has been pumped into the global economy. We are not expecting central banks to drain
liquidity any time soon, but it is something all investors would do well to monitor.
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One trend that appears to be gathering momentum is improving conditions overseas. U.S. firms with substantial overseas operations showed significantly better earnings gains in the first quarter than those with purely domestic operations. This theme is also playing out in the broader markets as well. Most major foreign stock markets have outperformed the U.S. market this year.
Developed and emerging international markets have been priced at consistently lower multiples of earnings and book
value than the US market for some time, but earnings recovery for Europe and emerging markets since the financial
crisis has been substantially lower than in the United States. It would be very good news indeed if global stock markets
were signaling an exit from deflation and a return to more normal economic conditions. Is it possible that U.S. stocks in
recent months have been forecasting sustained growth overseas rather than accelerated growth at home? As with
most questions in investing, the answer is “Perhaps,” or “It depends…” We’ll continue to watch for opportunities and
seek to reduce risk, knowing that many of these things are unknowable.
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All equity investments entail the risk of loss and the stocks mentioned here may not be suitable for your portfolio. The securities mentioned do not repre
sent all the securities bought, sold, or recommended for clients and you should not assume that investments discussed above are or will be profitable. The
information provided should not be considered as a recommendation to buy the securities mentioned.
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